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Snowbike is a registered Trademark of Brenter Austria

Important: Read this manual before using your Snowbike!

Welcome
Congratulations for choosing a Brenter Original Snowbike®
product:
■ light weight
■ patented components
■ easy to transport
To learn more and to increase your skill level we recommend
to attend a Snowbike® “Reflex based Workshop”. For a
detailed list of Snowbike Rent & Ride Partners please give us
a call.

Warning
USE OF SNOWBIKE MAY BE HAZARDOUS. SERIOUS INJURY
MAY OCCURE.

Please do not operate your Snowbike® without prior
instruction and read this manual carefully.
No passengers allowed.
Weight limit 110 kg (250 lbs).

®

Snowbike is a registered Trademark of Brenter Austria
Brenter is a registered Trademark of Brenter Austria.
US Patent No. 5863051
DE Patent Nr. 32 32 970
DE Patent Nr. 195 30 081 DE Patent Nr. 197 09 269
and other pending patents.
technical details are subject to change.
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STEP-IN binding

1

for shoe sizes (US M 4-14)*
1 open heel block.
2 flip back the metal loop on toe piece

3

3 ADJUST TOE BAR

4

push down the metal loop

4

4 reposition the metal loop to fit your boot size.

pull up the metal loop in the right position.
6

5 Position your boot in the front loop
6 position the heel block matching your boot

5

size. To do so find the little lever at the rear
end of the heel block and lift to move the heel
block back- and/or forward. .
7 once positioned the heel block correct step in

with your heel and make sure the heel block
rest in.
7

8 please check the ISO adjustment of your

binding. It should be adjusted to the highest
available level. Caution: this is not a safety
binding!.
Be aware of run a way material:
A)always put the footski down above your
Snowbike upside down to prevent run away
situations.

8

* depends on shoe type and producer and may vary
for different shoe
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Things you should know
Fun
Winter sports offer a lot of variety and fun. Always be aware that
sports in general may be risky. For your personal safety please
make yourself confident with the responsibility code and owners
manual.

Workshop
To control and enjoy your Snowbike® we highly recommend to
attend a Snowbike Workshop with a professional Snowbike® trainer.
How to load a Snowbike® onto the lift and various riding techniques
will be taught. Snowbike® a smile after every run is guaranteed.

Responsibility code
Please find out about national or local regulations and laws before
you operate your Snowbike®.

Health Care
Riding a Snowbike® is fun. If you have any health concerns, please
consult your doctor first.

!

Warning
Check your Snowbike® prior to every run. Your Snowbike® is
exclusively designed for use on groomed slopes only. Please stay
on designated slope areas only. Always keep both hands on the
handle bar and hold tight. Do not use your Snowbike® without
footskis. No passengers allowed. Do not replace or change any
original parts on the Snowbike® with non-Brenter parts. For your
own safety and the safety of other slope users do not jump with your
Snowbike®. Always stay in control of your speed.
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